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A Bit of  History 

 

 

 

 

¥  Network connectivity. 

¥  Distribution 

¥  Error recovery 

¥  Black box design 
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What are we facing? 
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ABSTRACT

Everyone
who has seen

the movie
Wall Street

wi~l

have
seen a commercial

security
policy

in action.

The recent
work of Clark

and Wilson
and the

WIPCIS initiative
(the Workshop

on Integrity
Policy

for Computer
Information

Systems)
has drawn

attention
to the existence

of a wide range of com-

mercial security
policies

which
are both

signifi-

cantly different
from each other and quite alien to

current
“military”

thin king
as implemented

in

products
for the security

mari<et place.

This paper presents
a basic mathematical

theory

which implements
one such policy, the Chinese Wall,

and shows that it cannot be correctly
represented

by a 13e11-LaPadula model.

The Chinese
Wall policy

combines
commercial

dis-

cretion
with legally

enforceable
mandatory

con trols.

It is required
in the operation

of many financial

services
organizations

and is, therefore,
perhaps

as

significant t to the financial
world as Bel!-LaPadula

’s

policies are to the military.

MIRQK?LK7T,K2N

Until recently,
military

security
policy thinking

has

dominated
the direction

of computer
security

re-

search
both in the US and the UK.

Clark
and

Wilson’s
seminal

paper
[1] has, however,

drawn

attention
to the fact that commercial security

needs

are just as important
as those of the de fence com-

munity and, through
the WIPCIS

initiative
[2], that

the problems
of the commercial

community
are at

least as diverse
and relevant

to the computer
sci-

entist.
There are many well defined

commercial
security

policies
covering

all aspects of Clark and Wilson’s

model [3].
One of these, the Chinese Wall security

policy
is perhaps

as significant
to some parts of

the commercial world as Bell and LaPadula’s
policies

[4, 5] are to the military.
It can be most easily

visualized
as the code of practice

that must be

followed
by a market analyst

working
for a finan-

cial institution
providing

corporate
business

ser-

vices.
Such an analyst

must uphold
the confi-

dentiality
of information

provided
to him by his

firm’s
clients;

this means he cannot advise
cor-

porations
where

he has insider
knowledge

of the

plans,
status

or
standing

of a
competitor.

However, the analyst
is free to advise corporations

which are not in competition
with each other, and

also to draw on general market information.
Many

other instances
of Chinese

Walls are found
in the

financial
world.Unlike

Bell and LaPadula,
access to data is not

constrained
by attributes

of the data in question

but by what data the subject
already

holds access

rights
to.

Essentially,
datasets

are grouped
into

“conf I ict of interest
classes”

and by mandatory

ruling
all subject=

are allowed
access to at most

one dataset belonging
to each such conflict

of in-

te rest class; the actual choice of dataset is totally

unrestrained
provided

that this mandatory
rule is

satisfied.
We assert that such policies

cannot be

correctly
model led by Bell -LaPadula.

It should
be noted that in the United Kingdom

the

Chinese
Wall requirements

of the UK Stock
Ex-

change [6] have the authority
of law [7] and thus

represent
a mandatory

security
policy

whether

implemented
by manual or automated

means.

Furthermore,
correct

implementation
of this policy

is important
to English

Financial
Institutions

since

it provides
a legitimate

defence
against certain

pe-

nal classes of offence
under their Iak[.CHW%M .WA!,mLS

A ,llml,el
It is useful to devise a model of the Chinese Wall

policy, not only to facilitate
sound reasoning

of its

properties
but also to permit comparison

with mod-

els of other policies.
Since, in particular,

we wish to compare it with the

Bell -LaPadula
(BLP) model we will adopt the latter’s

concepts
of subjects,

objects
and security

labels.

Our model is then developed
by first defining

what

we mean by a Chinese
Wall a~d then, by devising

a

set of rules such
that no person

(subject)
can

ever access data (objects)
on the

wrong
side of

that wall.
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NOT a new challenge we are facing 

Defense in Depth with Virtualized Network specifics 

ü  Baseline Security Models 
ü  Integrity Checks 
ü  Brewer-Nash Model 
ü  Physical Security 
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Baseline Security 

BSI-Standard 100-2:IT-Grundschutz Vorgehensweise 
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Integrity Checks 

¥  Sign it when created (image, software, etc.) 

¥  Indicated that image meets standards 

¥  Can this be checked on boot and fail if  compromised?  
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Brewer-Nash Model 

THE CHINESE WALL SECURITY POLICY

Dr. David F.C. Brewer and Dr. Michael J. Nash

GAMMA SECURE SYSTEMS LIMITED
9 Glenhurst Close, Backwater, Camberley, Surrey, GUI 7 9BQ, United Kingdom

ABSTRACT

Everyone who has seen the movie Wall Street wi~l
have seen a commercial security policy in action.
The recent work of Clark and Wilson and the
WIPCIS initiative (the Workshop on Integrity Policy
for Computer Information Systems) has drawn
attention to the existence of a wide range of com-
mercial security policies which are both signifi-
cantly different from each other and quite alien to
current “military” thin king as implemented in
products for the security mari<et place.

This paper presents a basic mathematical theory
which implements one such policy, the Chinese Wall,
and shows that it cannot be correctly represented
by a 13e11-LaPadula model.

The Chinese Wall policy combines commercial dis-
cretion with legally enforceable mandatory con trols.
It is required in the operation of many financial
services organizations and is, therefore, perhaps as
significant t to the financial world as Bel!-LaPadula ’s
policies are to the military.

MIRQK?LK7T,K2N

Until recently, military security policy thinking has
dominated the direction of computer security re-
search both in the US and the UK. Clark and
Wilson’s seminal paper [1] has, however, drawn
attention to the fact that commercial security needs
are just as important as those of the de fence com-
munity and, through the WIPCIS initiative [2], that
the problems of the commercial community are at
least as diverse and relevant to the computer sci-
entist.

There are many well defined commercial security
policies covering all aspects of Clark and Wilson’s
model [3]. One of these, the Chinese Wall security
policy is perhaps as significant to some parts of
the commercial world as Bell and LaPadula’s policies
[4, 5] are to the military. It can be most easily
visualized as the code of practice that must be
followed by a market analyst working for a finan-
cial institution providing corporate business ser-
vices. Such an analyst must uphold the confi-
dentiality of information provided to him by his
firm’s clients; this means he cannot advise cor-
porations where he has insider knowledge of the
plans, status or standing of a competitor.

However, the analyst is free to advise corporations
which are not in competition with each other, and
also to draw on general market information. Many
other instances of Chinese Walls are found in the
financial world.

Unlike Bell and LaPadula, access to data is not
constrained by attributes of the data in question
but by what data the subject already holds access
rights to. Essentially, datasets are grouped into
“conf I ict of interest classes” and by mandatory
ruling all subject= are allowed access to at most
one dataset belonging to each such conflict of in-
te rest class; the actual choice of dataset is totally
unrestrained provided that this mandatory rule is
satisfied. We assert that such policies cannot be
correctly model led by Bell -LaPadula.

It should be noted that in the United Kingdom the
Chinese Wall requirements of the UK Stock Ex-
change [6] have the authority of law [7] and thus
represent a mandatory security policy whether
implemented by manual or automated means.

Furthermore, correct implementation of this policy
is important to English Financial Institutions since
it provides a legitimate defence against certain pe-
nal classes of offence under their Iak[.

CHW%M .WA!,mLS

A ,llml,el

It is useful to devise a model of the Chinese Wall
policy, not only to facilitate sound reasoning of its
properties but also to permit comparison with mod-
els of other policies.

Since, in particular, we wish to compare it with the
Bell -LaPadula (BLP) model we will adopt the latter’s
concepts of subjects, objects and security labels.
Our model is then developed by first defining what
we mean by a Chinese Wall a~d then, by devising a
set of rules such that no person (subject) can
ever access data (objects) on the wrong side of
that wall.
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Physical Security 
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…on the plane to Austin 
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FCC TAB Input, Public Safety Networks and LTE Security Considerations 05/05/2012  

  

“Authentication and Access control system for users 
that are portable and flexible to facility 

interoperability in all use cases” 



Summary 

¥  Security Success in the virtualized environment 

¥  Regional/National/Industry Vertical approaches are piecemeal at best 

¥  Traditional layered approach to the problem has the best chance of  success 

¥  Additional research leveraging some historically innovative solutions will 
likely be required 

¥  For the above reasons, the IEEE is best positioned to address the challenge in 
a multi-national, multi-vertical and non hard or software specific approach 
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Existing Effort in the presented 
areas (known) 

¥  National/Regional Efforts 

¥  Vertical Specific Efforts 

¥  Hardware Specific 

No known efforts at present to address Virtualized Network 
Security from a standards perspective*.  It is important that a 
global standards effort ignores specifics with regard to National, 
Vertical, Hard/Software or similar drivers if it is to be effective. 

*Formal Standards efforts- however, there are many efforts underway focusing on 
guidelines, requirements, frameworks, etc.  
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